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Abstract
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and Cape Canaveral Air Station (CCAS) are involved in many
weather-sensitive operations. Manned and unmanned vehicle launches, which occur several times
each year, are obvious examples of operations whose success and safety are dependent upon
favorable meteorological conditions. Other operations involving NASA, Air Force and contractor
personnel -- including daily operations to maintain facilities, refurbish launch structures, prepare
vehicles for launch and handle hazardous materials -- are less publicized but are no less weather-
sensitive.
The Meteorological Monitoring System (MMS) is a computer network which acquires, processes,
disseminates and monitors near real-time and forecast meteorological information to assist opera-
tional personnel and weather forecasters with the task of minimizing the risk to personnel, materi-
als and the surrounding population. CLIPS has been integrated into the MMS to provide quality
control analysis and data monitoring. This paper describes aspects of the MMS relevant to CLIPS
including requirements, actual implementation details and results of performance testing.
1.0 Introduction
The Meteorological Monitoring System (MMS) is designed to operate in a networked environ-
ment for the support of meteorological and operational personnel (see Figure A. 1 on page 7). The
MMS consists of a Preprocessor (PPR) and one or more Monitoring and Display Station (MDS).
The MMS Preprocessor acquires data from sensors located in and around the KSC/CCAS area,
and places them into one of the MMS data classes. These classes categorize data into common
types for uniform processing (see Figure A.2 on page 7). The data are then subjected to a quality-
control check by an embedded CLIPS implementation and disseminated to the network of MMS
Monitoring and Display Stations (MDS). The MDS, using a second MMS implementation of
Cq_.,IPS, provides the end user with a tool to monitor weather and generate warnings and alerts
when weather conditions violate published criteria. The system maintains a database of operations
and associated weather criteria for the user to select. Once activated, the meteorological con-
straints for an operation are transformed into a series of CLIPS rules which, along with a current
stream of near real-time and forecast data, are used to trigger alarms notifying the user of a poten-
tially hazardous weather condition. Several user-defined functions have been added to CLIPS,
giving it the ability to access MMS resources and alarms directly.
The use of CLIPS for this effort was in large part a research effort: we were interested in making
use of a tool that could add a great deal of flexibility and power to the QC and monitoring tasks.
However, we were concerned about its implementation and the extent to which performance
would have to be sacrificed in exchange for that flexibility. This paper describes a_pects of the
MMS relevant to CLIPS including requirements, actual implementation details and results of per-
formance testing. The conclusion will discuss the overall success of the effort and future expan-
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sion possibilities.
The MMS was tested on a DECstation 5000/125 uses a MIPS R3000A processor running at 25
MHz with 32 megabytes of memory. This was a capable mid-level workstation in 1991, but is
slower than comparably priced systems currently available. The system was developed under
Ultrix using C, CLIPS version 5.0, X windows and SL-GMS, a tool for dynamic graphical screen
management.
2.0 Quality Control
Quality control is a function that attempts to identify and tag erroneous weather measurements
and observations. Missing or invalid data may be introduced by hardware or software failures and
must be identified so that they do not negatively affect the operation of the MMS.
The MMS Preprocessor is responsible for acquisition, quality control analysis and dissemination
of meteorological data. CLIPS has been embedded in the quality control (Data._QC) module, and
analyzes each data point processed by the system. The Preprocessor currently ingests a minimum
of 1000 weather measurements each minute; currently these data are contained in approximately
11 kilobytes of ASCII text.
2.1 Implementation
Data_QC runs as a background process monitored by the system health facility. During initializa-
tion, the data templates representing MMS data classes are loaded into the shell. Data_QC then
waits for a message from the data ingest routine indicating that a set of data is ready to be ana-
lyzed. The process executes a Unix 'fork' after identifying the data class of the incoming data.
While the parent process waits for the child to complete, the child loads raw data into the shell
using the proper data template. QC rules are loaded next, and the shell decision process is initi-
ated.
Quality control rules for each data class are structured to operate in two layers. The first layer of
rules performs the actual analysis of the data while the second provides the mechanism for saving
the data following the operation. The order of execution is controlled by setting the salience of the
rules such that the second layer follows the first. For example, 'windspeedqc' is a first level rule
which evaluates wind facts for a specific condition (a value outside of a range). When the condi-
tion is satisfied (wind speed in error), the fact being examined is retracted and reasserted with the
appropriate QC tag. The second level rule 'windsavefacts' exists only to save each fact using the
user defined function 'record_met_fact.' After the shell concludes execution, the child process
saves the list of recorded facts to a disk file and sends a control message to trigger distribution of
the data to the MMS network. The child process then terminates, and the parent waits for the next
message.
The current set of rules implements simple range checking. A more sophisticated set of analysis
rules could be easily deVeloped ah-d_implemented. QuaEty _contr0i _Ie fii_ _e-_t-ored in a sian-
dard location (a library directory) and are reloaded for each execution, thus allowing for changes
tO bemade while _e Preprocessor Continues t0operate,EaCh dataclass hasits owr_lefiie, and
modified rules will take effect during the next execution cycle for the affected data class.
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2.2 Performance
The use of CLIPS for the QC function adds to the power and flexibility of this facility; however,
the capabilities of the shell must also be considered in terms of its ability to complete all tasks
within specified time requirements. If it cannot, then an alternate method would have to be imple-
mented.
The CLIPS/QC processing times were obtained by inserting time checkpoints at different loca-
tions in the code and performing a series of test executions. The data obtained from these tests
were used to calculate the maximum, minimum and mean performance times for each data class
currently processed. The data, summarized in Table 2.1, expresses both a base processing estimate
and three total processing estimates. The base estimate expresses the maximum, minimum and
mean time for the quantity of data expected to arrive each minute. The total processing estimates
are based on the average performance of the shell's processing of lighming data. The minimum,
maximum and average times are multiplied by the number of lightning strikes (20, 60 or 100) and
added to the base processing estimate listed in the first section of the table.
Table 2,1 CLIPS/QC Performance (all times are in seconds)
Class Iterations Data Pts Maximum Minimum Average
per Iteration
Wind 37 62
Temperature 37 69
Elec. Potential 31 625
General Met 37 1
Base Processing Estimate
6.870 2.150 3.936
4.850 1.470 2.378
22.430 7.540 11.457
0.340 0.180 0.241
34.490 11.340 18.012
Single Lightning 220 1 0.380" 0.180 0.240
Strike
Total processing estimates including lightning:
Total/20 strikes 42.090 14.940 22.815
Total/60 strikes 57.290 22.140 32.420
Total/100 strikes 72.490 29.340 42.026
* The maximum value within 3-standard deviations was used, above which there
were only four points: 0.410, 0.430, 0.560, 0.590. The sample standard deviation
was 0.053.
The performance of the shell in this implementation is well within the time requirement for han-
dling expected data loads. The minimum one-minute data load had an average processing time of
18.012 seconds, which is only 30 percent of the maximum available time. In the MMS's current
environment (Florida), lighming activity is a daily issue during the summer months. Data loads in
excess of one strike per second are experienced frequently and such loads increased the average
processing time to 32.420 seconds (54 percent of maximum); 100 strikes per minute required
42.026 seconds (70%). These results confirm that CLIPS can handle such a task in a near real-
time environment. Admittedly the current rules are very simple, but this was necessary to validate
a minimum ability to operate in this environment. The unanswered question remaining to be
explored concerns enhancements to the complexity of QC rules and the effect such enhancements
would have on processing times. While such a discussion is not within the scope of this paper, it
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seems that enhancements are possible. Average idle time for the QC function was 18 seconds
(30%) out of each minute, which would indicate available capacity for more sophisticated analy-
sis techniques. Additional consideration must be given to the fact that newer, faster hardware
would certainly provide faster processing of shell tasks.
3.0 Monitoring
The MMS Monitoring and Display Station (MDS) is responsible for receiving, monitoring and
displaying meteorological and forecast data. CLIPS has been embedded in the monitoring (Dam_
Monitor) module and controls the activation and deactivation of alarm conditions based upon data
and constraints. The MDS provides the user with all the necessary user interfaces for controlling
and observing Data_Monitor activity.
3.1 Implementation
Data_Monitor consists of two separate processes; the Monitoring_Controller and Monitoring__
CLIPS. Monitoring._Controller runs as a background process monitored by the system health
facility. Monitoring_CLIPS is a module containing both CLIPS and user definetl functions.
Monitoring_Controller waits for a message from the another MDS process which would indicate
a change in status (i.e. new meteorological data received, operation activation, monitoring pause
or resume). The controller uses a simple scheduling control mechanism to record such events and
trigger shell executions. When a shell is to be executed, the controller retrieves all active meteoro-
logical constraints and builds CLIPS rules to search the fact base. Rules for each data class are
written into separate disk files. Monitoring_CLIPS is started by Monitoring_.Controller through a
Unix 'fork' to process rules and data for a specific data class. One Monitoring_CLipS is started
for each data class scheduled to be processed. The Monitoring_Controller then waits for the chil-
dren to complete flaeir executions. _ _ - _ ......
Monitoring_CLIPS initializes the shell, loads the data templates representing MMS data classes
and then loads data for the class specified. Rules built by the controller are loaded last, and then
the shell is executed through a 'RunCLIPS' function call. The monitoring rules are built differ-
ently based upon the current violation state of each constraint. An unviolated constraint is trans-
lated into a 'normal' rule set consisting of two rules. A constraint currently in violation is
translated into a 'deactivation' rule set consisting of three rules.
The first rule of the 'normal' set verifies the existence of at least one applicable data point and
asserts an enabling fact if such a point is found. The left-hand side (LHS) of the main constraint
rule checks the existence of the enabling fact and examines the appropriate meteorological facts
and QC tags. If the LHS is satisfied, the RHS will trigger an alarm signal using the user defined
functions 'mtu_set_violation' and 'send_activation_message' so that the user interface will acti-
vate a visual and audible alarm.
Thefirst_ _ru)e of th____ e 'deacd_'¢ation' set isthe _s_eas tha t in the 'n °rmal' set, as.! s _the_Sof the
main rule; however, the RHS differs in its structure and function. Since the goal of the 'deactiva-
tion' set is the opposite of the 'normal' set, its function is to search for a counterexample to the
premise that no violation exists. If the counterexample exists in the fact base, the RHS will retract
the enabling fact asserted in the first rule and undefine the third rule of the 'deactivation' set. No
additional alarm is generated, and the screen icon in the user interface will continue to indicate a
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violation.Withouttheexistenceof acounterexample,theRHSof thethirdrule will clearthevio-
lationby usingtheuserdefinedfunctions'mtu_set_violation'and'send_deactivationmessage.'
A practicalexampleof themonitoringfunctionmaybefoundby consideringthefollowing see-
nario:apayloadcanisteris to behoistedatKSClaunchcomplex39A.Themeteorologicalcon-
straintsfor thatoperationincludeasteadystatewind limit of 17.2knotsandtheabsenceof actual
or forecastlightningactivity within a5 nauticalmile radius.An MMS usercouldactivatethe
'Hoisting' operationfrom thelist of thoseavailable,whichwouldretrievetheassociatedcon-
straints,loadtheminto themonitoringtableandnotify theMonitoring_Controllerprocess.Rules
for windandlightningstrikedatawill bebuilt from theconstraintsusingthe 'normal' form,and
thetwo shellswill bescheduledto execute.For wind classdatatworule setswouldbebuilt:
Hoist l, whichwill alertwhenwindreportedby sensor9 exceedsof 17.2knots,andHoist_2,
whichdoesthesameusingsensor10.Theexecutionsequencefor thewind classrulesare
depictedinFigureB.1 onpage8. NoticethattheHoist_l ruleviolatesafterfindingthesensor9
wind speedof 19knotsattime=0.Theviolationcontinuesasthemeasurementfor time=l still
exceedsthethreshold.Finally at time=2thesensor9 wind speedhaspassedbelow17.2knots.
Noticethatfrom time---0throughtime=2thatsensor10wasreportinginvalid wind speeddatum,
andtheHoist_2_enablerule didn't fire; only whenavalidmeasurementarrivedat time=3did
Hoist__2_enablefind avalid windspeed,andthereforeassertheenablingfact (enable_Hoist_2).
3.2 Performance
The monitoring of meteorological measurements and observations can be greatly enhanced by the
use of an expert system shell. In addition to finding violations of individual meteorological
parameters, special sets of rules could search the fact base for a number of different conditions
which may signal the onset of severe or threatening weather. The concern in Using CLIPS, or any
other shell, is one of performance. While the monitoring task has a less stringent time requirement
than that of CLIPS/QC, it is difficult to express that value as a specific number. Processing cer-
tainly must be completed within the time period of the data, which is generally one minute. Occa-
sional spikes above that level are acceptable so long as the overall performance does not exceed
that level.
The CLIPS/Monitoring processing times were obtained by inserting time checkpoints at different
locations in the code and performing a series of test executions. Tests were performed using the
full MDS software with a test driver providing a full set of meteorological data at normal inter-
vals. The number of constraints and facts were varied to test the performance characteristics of
this implementation. Time samples were taken for constraint levels of 1, 10, 20, 30,...,100 and for
fact levels of 0, 100, 200, 300 ..... 1000.
The performance of the shell was well within the time requirements stated above. Results from
the test sample data set, consisting of 1038 time samples and summarized in Table 3.1, indicated
that average performance for a heavy load will require about 15 seconds for setup (i.e. fact asser-
tion, rule construction and loading) and about 30 seconds for theshell to complete processing.
The resulting total of approximately 45 seconds is only 75% of the one minute target. Such results
bode well not only for the ability of CLIPS to handle the current workload, but its ability to handle
more complex tasks involving more a greater number of facts and more complex rules.
Additional performance analysis has been provided in Appendix C on page 10. Included in this
appendix are three graphs that describe the manner in which actual shell processing time was
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observedto vary in responsetodifferentcombinationsof valuesfor the number of constraints and
the number of facts. (Note: These times exclude the amount of time required to build rules and
assert meteorological facts.)
Table 3.1 Monitoring Performance Tables (all times in seconds)
Setup Times Facts
Constraints 100 500 1000
Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
1 2.03 0.03 7.92 0.48 15.40 0.95
10 2.27 0.27 7.70 0.39 15.16 1.04
30 2.18 0.18 7.83 0.02 15.00 0.55
50 2.17 0.15 7.96 0.48 15.44 1.52
Processing Times Facts
Constraints 100 500 1000
Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
1 0.22 0.04 1.04 0.38 1.84 0.32
10 1.52 0.03 7.04 0.70 13.99 1.14
30 3.59 0.01 16.58 0.13 28.01 0.86
50 4.13 0.23 15.85 0.20 29.82 0.49
C - -Y" ....
An interesting CLIPS performance characteristic is the apparent "levelling-off' of the processing
time around 30 constraints._ThiS:can be seen in-tlqe-bott0m figure of Appen_x B, _w-_ich: sh_o_v-_i
"crunch time" (i.e. shell processing time) as a function of the number of constraints for selected
levels of the number of facts. In each of the curves in this figure, the observed processing time
increases in a roughly linear fashion when the number of constraints was less than about 30, and
the slopes of these curves increase as the number of facts increases. After 30 constraints, however,
these curves level-off to be nearly horizontal. At this point, the effect of increases in the number
of constraints on processing time is quite minimal. This is significant when we consider that the
MMS monitoring table is currently capable of holding 1000 constraints. Since the performance
times seem to level-off above a relatively modest number of constraints, activation of a much
larger group should not result in excessively large execution times.
4.0 Conclusion
The CLIPS expert system shell performs well in both MMS implementations. Although neither
the quality control nor the monitoring implementation constitutes a complex use of expert sys-
tems technology, thi s application of CLIPS is useful in several ways. First, it is currently func-
tional and useful, and data are processed and monitored in an effective manner within all time
requirements. Second, enhancements are possible that would more fully exploit CLIPS capabili-
ties. Third, the system has potential for growth through the utilization of a more powerful set of
rules and the use of another CLIPS tool known as COOL (CLIPS Object Oriented Language). The
primary objective of the MMS project was to create a system that would be useful to weather
forecasters and operational personnel. We believed that CLIPS could greatly enhance the system
and help us to reachour objectivei_but We also had reservations c0nCerningimpiemen_fiofi and
performance. It is now clear that the inclusion of CLIPS was a proper decision based upon its per-
forrnance and capabilities.
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Appendix A MMS Architecture
Input Data Stream(s)
Preprocessor
CLIPS/QC
Monitoring &
Display
Stations
CLIPS/Monitoring
Figure A. 1 MMS network overview
Input Data Stream(s) ] ]
_, Data AcquisitionINNN_ m
_ 1 Lighming "
Wind ] [ Temperature[ General_Met] [ Strike-1 [ PotentiC_al-
Data _lasses
Figure A.2 MMS data classes
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Appendix B
Fact Base
Sample Monitoring Scenario
Rules
Sen 9 SIXI19 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad
Sen 11 Spd 16 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad
Sen 11 Spd 16 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok
enable..Hoist_l
Sen 9 Spd 19 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad
Sen 11 Spd 16 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok
Sen 9 SIxl 18 QC-Ok'
I I I
I I I
New data received, rules built and loaded.
Alarms Time
.m,
0None
Sen 9 Spd 19 QC-Ok -.. None 0
I H°ist 2 enable I
[ Hoist_l_main 1 I Hoist 2_main I
Hoist 1 enable finds data, asserts enabling
fact, ffnd undefines itself. Hoist 2 enable
finds no data (sensor 10 QC is bad).
[ Hoist_2._enable [ Hoist WIND 0
[Hoist l_main ! I HOist-2-main ]
Hoist 1 main finds wind violation, triggers
alarm and retracts enabling fact.
,,=
Hoist WIND 1
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad i _::_,_,:_:_,_,:,,i !_U Ni_!!ii! !!!ii_:,_i:_iiiii:,!,lHoist 2 enable li
Sen 11 Spd 15 QC-Ok _oi_l_ra_: :::_z!_:__:_1 [ Hoist 2 main ]
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Sen 12 Spd 13 QC-Ok ::i_iiii::__:i ::_1I_i:!:!:!:!::::!::::_:::_..._........... ....................::::i _,:_:
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok New data received, rules built and loaded.
Sen 9 Slxl 18 QC-Ok I-Hoist._2_enable Hoist WIND 1
I
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad [ii__!iiiiii!!iSen II Spd 15 QC-Ok .........................................................i iii] Hoist_2_main
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok Hoist_I_enable. ds data, asserts enabling
fact, and undefines itself. Hoist 2 enable
enable_Hoist_l _..nds no data (sensor 10 QC is -b .a_.).
Sen 9 $pd 18 QC-Ok I Hoist 2_enable I Hoist WIND 1Sen10 99OC- a t I
Sen 11 Spd 15 QC-Ok !!i__i_:i!::_i_!!!_i!ii_ili_i_i!_Ji_!illI Hoist 2 main I
Sen 12 Spd 13 QC-Ok
Hoist_l_main finds wind violation, undefines
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok deactivation rule and retracts enabling fact.
Figure B.1 Monitoring Scenario
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FactBase Rules Alarms Time
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad
Sen 11 Spd 13 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 12 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 13 QC-Ok
[ .........................i.!::::;,i.....................................i [ Hoist_2_enable
New data received, rules built and loaded.
Hoist WIND 2
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok Hoist_2_enable Hoist WIND 2
Sen 10 Spd 99 QC-Bad lii  i !iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilSen 11 Spd 13 QC-Ok - -
Sen 13 Spd 13 QC-Ok Hoistl_enablefinds data, asserts enabling
enable_Hoist_l fact and undefines itself. Hoist 2 enable
_nds no data (sensor IO QC is bad.). 2 ""
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok Hoist 2._enable None
Hoist 2_main
Sen 11 Spd 13 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 13 QC-Ok Hoist_l_mainfinds no violation. Deactivation
rule clears indicator, retracts enabling fact.
i Hoist_l_enabi e ] [ Hoist_2_enable ]None 3
[Hoist_l_main [ [Hoist_2_main ]
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 19 QC-Ok
Sen 11 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 14 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok New data received, rules built and loaded.
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 19 QC-Ok
Sen 11 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 14 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok
enable_Hoist_l
enable_Hoist_2
[ Hoist_l_maJn [ [ Hoist_2_main [
Hoist_l_enable finds data, asserts enabling
fact and undefines itself. Hoist_2_enable
finds data, asserts enabling fact and
undefines itself.
None 3
Sen 9 Spd 17 QC-Ok
Sen 10 Spd 19 QC-Ok
Sen 11 Spd 15 QC-Ok
Sen 12 Spd 14 QC-Ok
Sen 13 Spd 16 QC-Ok
[Hoist_l_main ] [ Hoist_2_main ]
Hoist_l_main finds no violation.
Hoist_2_main finds wind violation, triggers
alarm and retracts enabling fact.
Hoist WIND 3
Figure B.2 Monitoring Scenario (continued)
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Appendix C CLIPS/Monitoring Performance Graphs
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